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Suppose the exponential expression is raised to some force. Can we simplify the result? Yes. To do this, we use the power rule of exhibitors. Consider the expression latex on the left (x {2} right) {3}/latex. The expression inside the bracket is multiplied twice because it has a 2. Then the result is multiplied three times, because the whole expression has a figure
of 3. (latex) Beginning (beginning) arrayccc'hfill {2} (left){3} {2} {2} (3'text {2} {2}) x'{2}'right) hfill Hfill 3 text factors factors left (glass 2 text factors overbrace factors overbrace x'cdot x'right)cdot (left) Overbracex'cdot x'right)cdot (left) x{6} hfill endarray/latex) The answer exhibitors: latex {6}left (x{2} on the right) {3}. In other words, by raising the exponential
expression to power, we write the result with a common base and product of exhibitors. No, no, no. (left) and right, be careful to distinguish between the use of the food rules and the rules of the food. When using product rules, different terms with the same bases are raised by exhibitors. In this case, you add exhibitors. When using the dietary rule, the term
exponential notation rises to power. In this case, you multiply the exhibitors. Product Rule Power Rule [latex]5^{3}\cdot5^{4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{3+4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{7}[/latex] but [latex]\left(5^{3}\right)^{4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{3\cdot4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{12}[/latex] [latex]x^{5}\cdot x^{2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{5+2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{7}[/latex] but
[latex]\left(x^{5}\right)^{2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{5\cdot2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{10}[/latex] [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7}\cdot\left(3a\right)^{10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7+1-} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{17}[/latex] but [latex]\left(\left(3a\right)^{7}\right)^{10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7\cdot10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{70}[/latex] For any real number
[latex]a[/latex] and positive integers [latex]m[/latex] and [latex]n[/latex] The Exhibitor Force Rule states that the latex on the left (right) write each of the following products with one base. Don't oversimplify. No, no, no. (left) {2} right) {7}/latex (left) (left (2t){5} right {3}) latex (latex) (left (left(-3)right) {5} (right) use the {11}'s power rule to simplify each expression.
No, no, no. (left) {7} {2} x x 2 x x 7 x x/latex{14} (latex) left (left (2t (right) {5}right) {3} (2t {15}'right) 11 'left (-3'right) {55} /latex) Write each of the following products with one base. Don't oversimplify. No, no, no. (left (3y) (right) {8} (right) {3})/latex (latex) left ({5} right) {7} (latex) (left (left (right) {4} (right) {4}/latex) Solution To learn the results of using the product
rule for exhibitors. Use the latex (latex) {3} cdot x{4}/latex. both terms have the same base, x, but they are raised to different exponents. latex to start alignmentx'{3}'cdot x'{4} stackrel text 3 factor (x'cdot x'cdot x) (glass) 4 factors (x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x x) cdot x'cdot x'cdot x' cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x' (x'{7}'end'/align'/latex) The result is that latex
x'{3}'cdot (x'{4}'x'x'3'x'x'x'{7}. Notice that the exhibitor of the product is the sum of the conditions indicators. When multiplying exponential expressions with the same base, we write the result with a common base and add exhibitors. No, no, no. Now let's look at the example with real numbers. No, no, no. {2}-{3}'cdot {2}'{4}-{2} 3'4'{2}'{7}'/latex) We can always
verify that this is true by simplifying every exponential expression. We find that latex {2}{3}/latex is 8, latex {2}{4}/latex - 16, and latex {2}{7}/latex - 128. The 8'cdot 16'/latex latex product is 128, so the relationship is right. We can use the product rule of exhibitors to simplify expressions that are a product of two numbers or expressions with the same base, but
different exhibitors. For any real number [latex]a[/latex] and natural numbers [latex]m[/latex] and [latex]n[/latex], the product rule of exponents states that [latex]{a}^{m}\cdot {a}^{n}={a}^{m+n}[/latex] Write each of the following products with a single base. Don't oversimplify. No, no, no. ({5}-kdot (t'{3}/latex) (latex) left (-3)-kdot {5} (left,-3)/latex (latex) {2}{2} x xx
{5} xxxx/uddot ({3} xxxx/latex) Write each of the following products with one base. No, no, no. ({6}-kdot(k)/latex{9} (latex) on the left (Dfrak{2}ye right) {4}cdot (left{2}) In the following video {6} {3} we will show more examples of how to use the product rule to simplify expression by exhibitors, {5} in the following video we show more examples of how to use the
product rule to simplify expression by exhibitors. Using the Exponents Rate Rule, the Exhibitor Factor Rule allows us to simplify an expression that divides two numbers with the same base but different exhibitors. Similarly, as a product rule, we can simplify expressions such as where latex/latex. Consider an example of an example Divide by eliminating
common factors. (latex) to start alignmentfrac'y'{9}y'y'{5} 'Frakuyo yth y'cdot y'cdot y'cdot y'cdot' (1 mm) (frac-cancellation) y undoing (y'cdot) yof Dywed y'cdot y'cancel'y'cdot y'cdot y'cdot y'{1} (y'cdot y'cdot y'{4}) (text) (end)/latex) Note that the ratio is the difference between the divisor exhibitors and the dividend. In other words, when we divide exponential
expressions with the same base, we write the result with a common base and subtract the exhibitors. At {5} {9} time, we need to know about the state of {4}.n/latex). Otherwise, the difference may be zero or negative. These opportunities will be explored in the near future. Also, instead of categorizing variables as nonzero each time, we'll simplify the
questions and assume from here that all variables represent non-grainy numbers. For any real number of latex/latex and natural numbers (latex/latex) and latex/latex, thus that the latex/latex rule, the exhibitor coefficient rule states that latex-dfrac'a'a'a'n'a'a'm'a'm'n'/latex) Write each of the following products with one base. Don't oversimplify. (latex) left (-
2)right) {14} (-2)-2 {23} ({9} right) ({15}/latex) (latex) left (z'sqrt{2}'right) {5}'z'sqrt{2}'/latex) Write each of the following products with one base. Don't oversimplify. (latex) (left) {68} {6} {75} (-3)/latex (latex) (latex) (3)/right) (e-f-{2} right) {5} on the left (e-e-{2}){3}/latex) Watch this video to see more examples of how to use the exhibitors' rule. Using the Exhibitor
Force Rule, assume that the exponential expression rises to some power. Can we simplify the result? Yes. To do this, we use the power rule of exhibitors. Consider the expression latex on the left (x {2} right) {3}/latex. The expression inside the bracket is multiplied twice because it has a 2. Then the result is multiplied three times, because the whole
expression has a figure of 3. (latex) Beginning alignment (left) {3} {2} (xx {2}) stackrel 3 text factors left (X {2} right) cdot (left) ({2})Kdot {2} {2} (left) x'cdot x'right)Cdot (2text) factors overbracex'cdot x'right)cdot (left) Factors of text, re-examination, hc'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'cdot x'c {6}dot x'hfill The exhibitors' exhibitors'
exhibitors' exhibitors are the product of the latex on the left (x {2}right) {3} x 2 cdot 3 x {6}/latex). In other words, by raising the exponential expression to power, we write the result with a common base and product of exhibitors. No, no, no. (left) and right, be careful to distinguish between the use of the food rules and the rules of the food. When using product
rules, different terms with the same bases are raised by exhibitors. In this case, you add exhibitors. When using the dietary rule, the term exponential notation rises to power. In this case, you multiply the exhibitors. Product Rule Power Rule [latex]5^{3}\cdot5^{4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{3+4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{7}[/latex] but [latex]\left(5^{3}\right)^{4}[/latex] =
[latex]5^{3\cdot4}[/latex] = [latex]5^{12}[/latex] [latex]x^{5}\cdot x^{2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{5+2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{7}[/latex] but [latex]\left(x^{5}\right)^{2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{5\cdot2}[/latex] = [latex]x^{10}[/latex] [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7}\cdot\left(3a\right)^{10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7+1-} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{17}[/latex] but
[latex]\left(\left(3a\right)^{7}\right)^{10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{7\cdot10} [/latex] = [latex]\left(3a\right)^{70}[/latex] For any real number [latex]a[/latex] and positive integers [latex]m[/latex] and [latex]n[/latex] The Exhibitor Force Rule states that the latex on the left (right) write each of the following products with one base. Don't oversimplify. No, no, no.
(left) {2} right) {7} (left (left (2t) {5} (right) {3} latex (left (left (-3))right) {5} (right) {11} write each of the following products with one base. No, no, no. (left (3y) (right) {3} {8} {5} (right {7}) latex on the left (left (right) {4} (right) {4}/latex The following video gives more examples of using the food rule to simplify expressions with exhibitors. examples of law of
exponents college algebra
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